
Beach Essential Teen Summer camp

PROGRAM REF. PRICE

    Beach Essential Teen Summer Camp, 4 weeks 4 weeks ANTIE4 3 980 EUR

    Beach Essential Teen Summer Camp, 2 weeks 2 weeks ANTIE2 1 990 EUR

+1 651 315 7880 / www.nacel.org / nacel.international / info@nacel.org

This Essential Teen Summercamp is

perfect for students between 12 and

17 who would love to combine their

beach holiday with learning French. The

school is located at the Cote d'Azur

and offers French classes for beginners

to advanced students.

FRENCH COURSES

Teachers use fun activities to teach

grammar and vocabulary. It is

a French-only approach to teaching

which is embedded in the immersion

program of the language stay. Teachers

are University graduates and

experienced in teaching French to

teens.

ACCOMMODATION AT A

FRENCH BOARDING

SCHOOL 

There are 2 campuses for students

situated just on the boarder of the

town. A 10-minute drive by private

shuttle to the center.

Shared accommodations promote a

sense of community among students.

Whether at Campus HortiCole or

Leonardo da Vinci, our rooms

accommodate up to 4 students, A

great way to make new friends

Common amenities, including showers,

sinks, and toilets, are conveniently

situated on each floor, ensuring

practicality and ease of access.

ACCOMMODATION AT A

FRENCH HOST FAMILY

Discover the warmth of local

hospitality in Antibes/Juan les Pins with

our host families. Enjoy full board,

including breakfast and dinner at your

host family's home, while lunch is

served at the school's restaurant.

Packed lunches are provided for

weekends. Accommodations feature

shared rooms for a comfortable and

immersive experience.

ACTIVITIES 

One full-day excursion during the

weekend is included and two half-day

activities such as sailing, a visit to

Monaco, a waterpark, etc

There is also an extensive evening

program with beach parties, BBQ-s, pool

parties, etc.

TRANSFER

On weekends round-trip transfers from

the Nice Airport or Antibes train

station are included in the price. There

is no time limitation for arrival (Sunday)

and departure (Saturday). 

 location :  Antibes

Boarding : Full board

Accommodation : Residence

Length : 4 weeks / 2 weeks

Type : French summer camp in France

Application deadline : At least 3 months fefore departure.

Requirements : Minimum language level: beginner.

Two supervision levels for the different age

groups.

Engaging activities

Language program designed for teenagers

France

Age : 12 - 17 years

SUMMER CAMPS

https://www.nacel.org

